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Skin-like sensor has recently emerged for its promising applications in human motion monitoring and healthcare.
However, it is challenging to develop flexible skin-like sensors multifunctionally coupled with high transparency
and strain sensitivity, accurate thermosensation, and good antibacterial activity. Herein, we fabricate flexible
and transparent (94.3%) ionogels by facilely mixing ionic liquid (IL) and thermal-plastic polyurethane (TPU) to
be as skin-like sensors. The prepared TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor exhibits wide strain range (0.1–500%) and
fast response (96 ms) to strain stimuli. Attributed to the temperature-dependent conductivity and low freezing
point of IL, the ionogels can be served as stretchable temperature sensor, containing wide operating temperature
window (− 40-100 ◦ C) and high detecting accuracy (0.1 ◦ C). Moreover, the ionogels exhibit excellent antibac
terial activity. This work may inspire future research to design full-featured skin-like sensors.

1. Introduction

when incorporating with aqueous inorganic salt [23–25], these
hydrogel-based sensors suffer from poor environmental stability. The
reason is that their ionic conductivity can be severely deteriorated due to
the dehydration or evaporation of water. Moreover, the hydrogel-based
sensors also lose their sensing functions once the temperature increases
above the boiling point or decreases below the freezing point of water.
Though, organohydrogels constructed by introducing binary solvents
(glycerol-water or glycol–water) instead of pure water into polymer
networks, exhibit excellent freezing tolerance [26], water loss is still an
inevitable problem at high-temperature conditions.
To overcome these defects, ionogels, composed of polymer networks
and ionic liquids (ILs), are constructed to replace hydrogel-based ionic
sensors by means of unique characteristics of ILs, such as high ionic
conductivity, nonvolatility, and thermal and chemical stability [27–30].
Therefore, utilizing ionogels is a bright way to construct highly
conductive and environmentally stable skin-like sensors. However, most
existing ionogels require sophisticated syntheses of conductive polymer
or the precise design of complicated internal structure, limiting their
further development [29,30]. In addition, for ionogel-based sensors, the
capability of temperature sensing, especially a subtle thermosensation,
is an essential function of e-skins. However, most of ionogel-based

Skin-like sensors have gained tremendous attentions due to their
potentials in human body motion monitoring [1-5], healthcare man
agement [6,7], and human–machine interaction [8,9]. Generally, most
of skin-like sensors originate from two types of sensors, namely elec
tronic sensors and ionic sensors. The electronic sensors are normally
constructed by integrating rigid electronic conductors (e.g., metal
nanoparticles or nanowires, carbonaceous nanoparticles, and con
ducting polymers) or liquid metal with stretchable or elastic polymers
[10-14]. This type of sensors cannot bear large mechanical strain and
their complex geometric structures degrade the optical transparency
[12,14]. It is clear that transparent architecture of the strain sensors not
only provides a user acceptance for daily wearing but also allows the
possibility to integrate with other devices such as display components
and photovoltaic cells. [15-17]. By contrast, ionic sensors, including ionconductive hydrogels and ionogels, exhibit high stretchability, sensi
tivity, and optical transparency [18-21]. These ionic sensors still main
tain high sensitivity even at large deformation because the sensing
component is mobile ions [22]. Although hydrogels, consisting of
polymer network and plenty of water, can serve as an ideal ionic sensor
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sensors neglect to investigate the temperature detecting function.
Furthermore, when the ionogel-based sensors are harnessed on the
human body, human sweat or humid environment are prone to breed
harmful bacteria, which is a potential threat to people’s health [31,32].
Therefore, it is desired to introduce the thermosensitivity and antibac
terial functions into the ionogel-based skin-like sensors.
Herein, we report a flexible, transparent, and antibacterial ionogel
with both strain- and temperature-sensitive features by integrating a
mechanically robust thermal-plastic poly(urethane) (TPU) networks
with ILs. The resultant TPU@IL ionogel can serve as not only stretchable
and transparent strain sensor with large strain sensing range (0.1–500%)
and high transparency (up to 94.3%), but also temperature sensor pos
sessing good sensitivity in a wide temperature range (− 40-100 ◦ C) and
high detecting accuracy (0.1 ◦ C). Meanwhile, this ionogel-based sensor
has apparent antibacterial capacity and acceptable cytocompatibility.
This work paves the way for the applications of ionogels in flexible strain
and temperature sensors, which can inspire future work on the devel
opment of skin-like electronics.

prepared ionogel. As shown in Fig. S3a and S3b, both the neat TPU
and the TPU@IL show excellent elasticity with the 100% strain. The
TPU@IL ionogel exhibits a smaller hysteresis loop and a lower residual
strain of 12% in the first loading–unloading cycle. Moreover, the
stress–strain curves of the TPU@IL ionogel in the subsequent nine loa
ding–unloading cycles almost overlaps as the corresponding residual
strains remain constant with increasing number of loading–unloading
cycles (Fig. S3b). This implies that the as-prepared TPU@IL ionogel
shows better mechanical stability and repeatability after pre-stretching
treatment, which should benefit for the application in stretchable
strain sensor. Even at a large strain of 300%, the TPU@IL ionogel can
also keep good resilience, but the residual strain of the ionogel increases
to 39% (Fig. S3c). Obviously, the small residual strain with the large
strain of 300% indicates again the excellent elasticity of the TPU@IL
ionogel. The stress relaxation experiment was conducted at a strain of
10%. As shown in Fig. S3d, the stress relaxation curve of TPU@IL ion
ogel is almost same with that of the neat TPU.
The TPU@IL ionogels exhibit high transparency, excellent ionic
conductivity, and high stretchability simultaneously. The ionogel with
the thickness of 0.25 mm shows high transmittance in the visible range
from 400 to 800 nm (Fig. 1a). The transmittance of the TPU@IL ionogel
is high up to 94.3% when the wavelength is 550 nm, superior to other
reported skin-like conductive polymers (Table 1). Moreover, the ob
tained TPU@IL ionogel is sufficiently flexible and robust to be knotted
and twisted (Fig. 1b). Above results imply the compatibility of IL with
TPU is excellent, and this compatibility determines the mechanical
behavior, optical property, and sensing performance of the ionogels
[20,35]. To identify this, we perform the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
analysis. As shown in Figs. 1c and S4a, the signal of element F is only
observed in the TPU@IL ionogel whereas not in pure TPU, indicating
successfully introducing IL into TPU matrix. This is further confirmed by
the S EDX of the TPU@IL ionogel (Figs. 1c and S4b). More importantly, F
and S elements homogenously distribute at the surface of the TPU@IL
ionogels from the elemental mapping image analysis, revealing that the
IL is evenly distributed in TPU matrix. This is due to the existence of

2. Results and discussion
The ionogels are fabricated by mixing TPU and 1-ethyl-3-methylimi
dazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([EMIM][NTf2]) (Details
see Supporting information). [EMIM][NTf2], a kind of ILs, is selected as
the sensing component to fabricate ionogels with TPU due to its good
miscibility with the TPU, low viscosity, high ionic conductivity, and
good electrochemical stability (Fig S1, Supporting information) [33,34].
The obtained ionogels are designated as TPU@ILx, in which x represents
the mass ration of IL to TPU. As the excellent mechanical properties and
broad sensing range of TPU@IL2 ionogel (Fig. S2, Supporting Informa
tion), it is selected as the representative ionogel to investigate its
structural characteristics and sensing performances. In addition, the
calculated ionic conductivity of TPU@IL2 ionogel is 45 mS.m− 1.
The tensile stress–strain measurements under cyclic loa
ding–unloading were conducted to evaluate the resilience of the as-

Fig. 1. Design and structural analysis of TPU@IL ionogels. a) Transmittance in the visible range (400–800 nm) of TPU@IL ionogel. The inset is a photo of TPU@IL
ionogel, and the background of a flower can be seen clearly through the top of the ionogel. The right image shows the schematic structure of ionogel. b) Optical
images showing that the ionogel sample can withstand large mechanical deformation like knotting and twisting. c) SEM and Elemental (C, N, O, F, and S) mapping
images of the TPU and TPU@IL. Scale bar: 2 μm.
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This TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor can detect a subtle strain as low as
0.1% (Fig. 2a). However, the hysteresis is observed with cycle number,
indicating the instable sensing performance of the sensor at such a low
strain. Therefore, the strain of 0.1% could be the strain detection limit of
TPU@IL sensor. Meanwhile, the changes of the relative resistance (ΔR/
R0) signal and strain are highly synchronous in a wide sensing range up
to 500% (Fig. 2b). The ΔR/R0 increases simultaneously with the applied
strain in ten consecutive cycles, which suggests that this ionogel sensor
can monitor different levels of tensile strains with excellent reliability
and stability. Figs. 2c and 2d show the evolution of the ΔR/R0 signals of
the ionogel sensor during stepwise cyclic stretch and release with
gradually increasing mechanical strains from 0.5 to 50%. The ionogel
sensor outputs highly reversible and reproducible ΔR/R0 signals not
only under a small stepwise increase of strain from 0.5 to 5% at a rate of
0.5% (Fig. 2c) but also under a relatively large stepwise increase of
strain from 5 to 50% at a rate of 5% (Fig. 2d), that is, this ionogel sensor
has high sensitivity and reliability in a wide range of strain stimuli. This
TPU@IL ionogel strain sensor, meanwhile, possesses a fast response time
of 96 ms and recovery time of 119 ms (Fig. 2e). Moreover, this ionogel
sensor exhibits outstanding stability for long-term service. After 1000
loading–unloading cycles of stretching at a maximum tensile strain of
50%, the electrical signals of TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor have nearly
no changes (Fig. 2f), showing the superior electrical durability and dy
namic electromechanical reliability.
It has been reported that the ion conductivity of IL can be enhanced
with temperature due to the increase of ion mobility [20,40]. The
relationship between ion conductivity and temperature obeys the
Vogel–Tamman–Fulcher (VTF) equation [34,41]:

Table 1
Comparison of temperature sensing performance and transparency between
TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor in this study and other conductive polymer
composites reported in previous literatures.
References

Materials

Temperaturerange
(◦ C)

Accuracy/
resolution
(◦ C)

Transparency
(%)

[47]

PVDF-HFP/
[EMIM]
[TFSI] SN
BP/LEG on
SEBS
P(VDFTrFE)
R-GO/P
(VDF-TrFE)
GPANI-PVB
Graphene/
Alginate
PNIPAM/
PEDOT:PSS/
CNTs/PDMS
rGO/PU
TPU@IL

− 40-80

–

>93

25–50

5

–

30–100

–

~80

30–80

0.1

~65

25–80
20–45

–
0.1

>80
–

25–40

0.5

–

30–80
− 40-100

0.2
0.1

75
94.3

[48]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
This work

molecular interactions between IL and TPU. For instance, the atoms with
a positive partial charge (e.g., H) on the TPU chain can serve as the
possible binding sites for [NTf2] anions. In the same manner, the atoms
with a negative partial charge (e.g., N, O and C in aromatic ring) on the
TPU chain can be the possible binding sites for [EMIM] cations.
Furthermore, most of the ions are expected to locate in the nanoscale
free volume of the TPU matrix, which is formed by soft and hard seg
ments [36,37]. From the FTIR analysis (Fig. S5, Supporting Informa
tion), it proves that there is a mass of hydrogen bonds between IL and
TPU, indicating that the dominated molecular interactions are the
hydrogen bonds between the TPU and IL. Similarly, it has been reported
that the hydrogen interaction is vital to trap IL into the polymer matrix
to form homogeneous and stable ionogels [20,38,39].

σ (T) = σ∞ exp( − B/(T − Tv ) ),
where σ (T) is the electrical conductivity of IL at a certain temperature T,
other factors including σ∞, B, and Tv are constants, which rely on the
characteristics of IL. Based on VTF equation, a slight temperature change
could be responded on the resistance of IL-based sensor. In addition, the
enhanced ion dissociation at elevated temperature also leads to the

Fig. 2. Strain sensing performance of the TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor. a) Resistance response of the sensor at 0.1% strain under ten cycles of stretching/releasing
test. b) Resistance response of the sensor to strains ranged from 10 to 500% strain under ten cycles of stretching/releasing. c, d) Resistance response of the ionogel as
a function of c) small strains from 0.5 to 5% strain at a gradient of 0.5% strain, and d) large strains from 5 to 50% strain at a gradient of 5% strain. e) Measurement of
the response time and recovery time of the strain sensor at a strain of 0.1%. Between the stretch and recovery, there is a 0.3 s pause. f) Resistance response under
cyclic stretching-releasing test for up to 1000 cycles at 50% tensile strain. Inset shows the amplified resistance response of the marked part.
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increased concentration of charge carriers, thus further causing the
decrease of resistance of the sensor as increasing the temperature.
Attributed to these two parts of contributions, TPU@IL exhibits negative
temperature coefficient (NTC) behavior [42,43], which can be designed
into highly sensitive temperature sensor. We anticipate the TPU@IL
ionogel sensor has the capacity to ‘feel’ the temperature variation like
the human skin. To demonstrate this hypothesis, the relative resistance
changes of this ionogel sensor over temperature is shown in Fig. 3a,
exhibiting a NTC effect from 25 to 100 ◦ C because of the enhanced ion
mobility of IL at elevated temperature [42,44]. By fitting the data in
Fig. 3a, the relationship between the sample temperature and resistance
obeys the following equation: ΔR/R0 = − 0.51 + 2.48e− 0.03T (correla
tion coefficient R2 = 0.998). The slope of fitted curve represents the
temperature sensitivity of ionogel, and the temperature coefficient of
resistance (TCR) ranges from − 0.012/◦ C to − 0.003/◦ C (Fig. S6, Sup
porting Information), whose absolute value is relatively higher than the
most of reported resistance–temperature sensors [45,46]. The TPU@IL
ionogel sensor possesses a best temperature sensitivity in the range of
25–45 ◦ C (TCR = − 0.012/◦ C, Fig. S6). Accordingly, this TPU@IL
ionogel-based temperature sensor is suitable to monitor the changes of
body temperature and ambient temperature. In addition to the con
ductivity at high temperature, the anti-freezing property of the
stretchable sensor is another critical parameter when applied in prac
tical applications. Because of the low-freezing point of [EMIM][NTf2],
the ionogel shows an expected flexibility and conductivity even at
− 40 ◦ C (Fig. S7, Supporting Information). Specially, the ionogel sensor
has an ability to detect a slight change of temperature. As shown in
Fig. 3b, the ionogel sensor can capture a temperature change of 0.1 ◦ C,
which is necessary for skin-like sensor to provide precise temperature
information of personal health. Comparing the temperature sensing
range and the detection accuracy of TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor with
that of recently published research (Table 1), our ionogel-based sensor
has higher detection accuracy (0.1 ◦ C) and wider temperature range
(–40–100 ◦ C). Repeatability and stability of the temperature sensing
behaviors are further examined as it is highly related to its practical

application as e-skin. The variation of ΔR/R0 keeps nearly constant
(13.4%) when switching the temperature between 30 and 40 ◦ C for five
cycles, demonstrating good repeatability of the ionogel-based temper
ature sensor (Fig. 3c). Similarly, when the temperature changes from 30
to 40 ◦ C at different rates (e.g., 10, 25, and 40 ◦ C /min), the variation of
ΔR/R0 signal remains constant, revealing the excellent reliability and
electrical stability of this ionogel sensor (Fig. 3d). Furtherly, the strain
sensing performance of TPU@IL ionogel sensor under 5% strain at
different temperatures (e.g., 25, 50 and 60 ◦ C) are also tested. The
resistance responses of ionogel sensor are approximately the same
(Fig. 3e); it suggests this ionogel sensor is quite stable at a wide tem
perature range. The relative resistance variation of TPU@IL ionogel
sensor under different stretches (e.g., 0, 20, and 50% strains) is also
examined at the temperature range of 30–40 ◦ C. The measured resis
tance change ΔR/R0 is decreased monotonically with increasing tem
perature, and it shows that this ionogel is an appropriate candidate as
stretchable temperature sensor (Fig. 3f).
Profiting from the high strain sensitivity, wide working range, low
detection limit and excellent stability, the TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor
can be applied in monitoring various strain stimuli. The applications for
detecting human motions, containing subtle motions (e.g., cheek bulging
and speaking) and large motions (e.g., bending of the finger and wrist),
are evaluated in Figs. 4a-d. Before testing, the ionogel sensor is tightly
affixed to the surface of human skin through double-sided adhesive.
Fig. 4a shows the ionogel sensor can detect the resistance changes
caused by cheek bulging. Moreover, this ionogel sensor exhibits a
remarkable potential for voice recognition. For instance, the sensor
attached onto throat displays high sensitivity and distinct ΔR/R0 signals
when the volunteer speaks “Hi” (Fig. 4b). Whereafter, this process is
totally repeated ten times. We can see the obtained curve of ΔR/R0
versus time has the similar characteristic peak when the volunteer
speaks the same word. Besides, this ionogel sensor can real-time monitor
large-scale physical signal caused by finger flexion and wrist motion
(Fig. 4c and d). Fig. 4c shows the changes of the ΔR/R0 signals when a
straightened finger is gradually bent. The ΔR/R0 signal increases with

Fig. 3. Temperature sensing performance of the TPU@IL ionogel-based sensor. a) Relative resistance change as a function of temperature from 25 to 100 ◦ C. The red
line represents the fitting curve. b) Relative resistance change over time as increasing the temperature from 37.3 to 37.8 ◦ C with a temperature gradient of 0.1 ◦ C. c)
Relative resistance change as a function of five heating–cooling cycles between 30 and 40 ◦ C. d) Relative resistance changes with different heating rates under a
constant temperature gradient of 10 ◦ C. The temperature change is from 30 to 40 ◦ C. e) Relative resistance changes with different temperatures under a constant
strain of 5%. f) Relative resistance changes with temperature under different strains at a constant temperature gradient of 10 ◦ C. The temperature change is from 30
to 40 ◦ C.
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Fig. 4. Applications of the TPU@IL ionogel as strain sensor and temperature sensor. a) Detecting the cheek bulging of volunteer. b) Detecting voice recognition when
the volunteer speaks “Hi”. c, d) Detecting the bending motions of c) finger with different bending angles and d) wrist. e, f) Response of the ionogel sensor in
monitoring the temperature variation of cellphones under e) charging and f) playing a movie.

increasing the bending angle of the finger and remains constant when
the finger is fixed at a certain angle. The ΔR/R0 signal recovers to its
original state when the finger is straightened again. As shown in Fig. 4d,
no hysteresis of ΔR/R0 change is observed when the ionogel sensor
monitors the multiple cycles of bending/unbending motions of the wrist.
In addition to strain sensing, the TPU@IL ionogel can be harnessed as
a temperature sensor to monitor various temperature signals due to the
temperature dependence of ionic conductivity. Fig. 4e illustrates the
relative resistance response of TPU@IL ionogel sensor during charging
of a mobile phone. Before measurement, the transparent ionogel sensor
is initially attached to the back of a cell phone, and meanwhile the
temperature of cell phone is in-real-time monitored through the infrared
camera. Once charging, the electrical resistance of the ionogel is quickly
decreased, showing high sensitivity, even if the temperature of cell
phone slightly changes. For example, after charging for 45 s, the cell
phone’s temperature just rises from 27 to 28.6 ◦ C, but the change of ΔR/
R0 signal remarkably decreases (Fig. 4e). Likewise, the temperature of
the phone increases from 26.9 to 33.1 ◦ C after playing movie for 200 s,
the value of ΔR/R0 decreases during this process (Fig. 4f); thereafter,
when we stop playing the movie, the ΔR/R0 signal returns to the pre
vious level because the recovery of the cell phone’s temperature. In such

process, we note here that the observed temperature variation from the
output electrical signals is consistent with that from the infrared camera.
These results clearly manifest that the ionogel sensor can real-time sense
strain and temperature stimuli like human skin, which is important for
human–machine interaction and human activity detection.
It is of great significance to human health if the wearable strain
sensors have antibacterial properties. Owning to the significant anti
bacterial effects of ILs [55], we think the fabricated ionogels have a
potential application as a flexible antibacterial sensor. The inhibition
zone method is chosen to investigate the antibacterial property of
TPU@IL ionogel by using Gram-negative Escherichia coli (E. coli) and
Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) as the representative
bacteria (Detail see Supporting Information). From Fig. 5a and b, no
antibacterial rings are observed on the plate for pure TPU. Quantitative
measurement of the diameter of inhibition zone is presented in Fig. 5c.
The ring is 4.3 mm diameter for S. aureus and 5.1 mm diameter for E. coli
around TPU@IL1 ionogels. When the mass ratio of TPU to IL increases to
1:2, the diameters of antibacterial rings obviously increase to 6.2 and
9.3 mm for S. aureus and E. coli, respectively. With further increase of IL
content, the increased diameter of the antibacterial ring is not obvious
(Fig. 5c). As expected, the incorporation of IL into TPU endows the

Fig. 5. Antibacterial activity of TPU@IL ionogels. a, b) TPU@IL ionogels with different mass rations of IL to TPU against a) E. coil and b) S. aureus. c) Corresponding
diameters of inhibition-zone of TPU@IL ionogels for E. coil and S. aureus.
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ionogel significant antibacterial function and the antibacterial effect is
enhanced with the increase of IL contents. The mechanism of antibac
terial activity for imidazolium type ILs is mainly attributed to the
cationic nature of imidazole ring and hydrophobic carbon chains. The
imidazole ring will electrostatically interact with the microbial cell
membranes and the alkyl chains could disturb the lipid layer structure of
the cell membranes, leading to the leakage of the intracellular sub
stances and ultimately to cell death [56,57]. For skin-like sensor, it is
very important that antimicrobial agents exhibit excellent antimicrobial
activity but is nontoxic to human cells. The cytocompatibility of
TPU@IL ionogel was characterized by the CCK-8 test with the cell line of
NIH3T3. As shown in Fig. S8, the cell viability of all groups after incu
bated with the extracts of the ionogels (c = 25 and 50 wt%) are above
72%, which is higher than the acceptable cytotoxic standard of ISO
10993–5:2009 and GB/T 16886.5–2017 (The standard is not less than
70%.), indicating that the cytocompatibility of the TPU@IL ionogels is
acceptable.
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3. Conclusions
In summary, we have successfully developed a flexible and trans
parent ionogel-based sensor with excellent stretchability, large strain
sensing range, wide working temperature range, and superior antibac
terial activity. The existence of IL endows the TPU@IL ionogel with the
stable electrical property and high sensing performance. Consequently,
this ionogel sensor exhibits good electromechanical behaviors,
including ultralow detection limit (0.1%), wide strain range (500%),
and excellent stability (~1000 cycles); it has highly reliable and longterm functioning capability of the device for the detection of ultra-low
and large strains. Moreover, as a skin-like temperature sensor, it can
work at high (~100 ◦ C) and low temperatures (-40 ◦ C), due to the
thermal stability and nonvolatility of IL. Meanwhile, this ionogel sensor
possesses good antibacterial functions and acceptable cytocompatibility.
Considering the diversity of ILs and polymers, we believe this work can
inspire future research to fabricate all-in-one skin-like ionogel sensors by
integrating the advantages of ILs and polymer matrixes.
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